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curtainstudio.co.nz
0800curtains (0800 287 824)

ALL STORES OpEn 7 dAyS

Wairau Park - Henderson - Botany - Takanini - Hamilton - Mt Maunganui - Wellington - Christchurch
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Conditions apply. Offers end 5th January 2014.

20 50%
off

everything
in-store*
Curtains - Sheers
Tracks - Cushions

Accessories

Start the New Year with a new look!

www.falcon-Available at FL Bone Kitchener, Kitchen Things, Kouzina Appliances, and Heathcote Appliances

90,100 or 110cm Wide

What Size Suits You?

www.falcon-newzealand.com
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www.uduit.co.nz

24 Colours Including Ultra-Gloss
5 Year Guarantee

High Quality Cabinetry
direct to Your Door

New Zealand’s original
DIY cabinet shop

FLATPACK DIY KITCHENS

Thursday, January 2, 2014

ACROSS

Last solution

1. Unconventional (9)
8. Droop (3)
9. Gravity (11)
11. See (7)
12. Recess (5)
13. Requisite (6)
15. Javelins (6)
17. Heading (5)
18. Morewilling (7)
20. Wage-earner (5-6)
22. Nothing (3)
23. Doorstep (9)

DOWN

2. Hint (3)
3. Loop (5)
4. Rebellion (6)
5. Put things tidy (5,2)
6. Society (11)
7. Assailant (9)
10. Worthy (11)
11. Correct behaviour (4,5)
14. Ingredient (7)
16. Dealer (6)
19. Wrong (5)
21. Slippery fish (3)

Across: 7. Report; 8.Despot; 10. Panacea; 11. Inane; 12. Sane; 13. Speed; 17. Taunt;
18.Apex; 22.Heart; 23. Revenue; 24. Sprint; 25.Angers.
Down: 1. Propose; 2.Opening; 3. Trick; 4.Deliver; 5. Speak; 6. Strew;9.
Carpentry; 14. Parting; 15. Spanner; 16. Expense; 19. Chase; 20.Marry; 21. Event.

STUCK?
Ph0900XWORD
(090099673)

Text for today

Calls cost 99c per
minute and require
a touchtone phone.
Cellular charged at
a different rate.
An Amtel
Communications Ltd
service. Children
should seek
parents’ permission.

For I amnot
ashamedof the
gospel ofChrist,
for it is the
powerofGod
to salvation for
everyonewho
believes ...
—Romans 1:16.

Santa (Dave Parker) delivers the Christmas present of
new kayaks for the Burt Family at Snells Beach. Photo
taken by David Burt.

Tracey Archer shared this frightening picture of Hugo
Bachelor dressed as a shark.

Patrick Robson took this cute photo of 1-year-old Esme trying to catch a bubble. More pictures — A34

Summer photo competition
Email photocomp@nzherald.co.nz

Activist refuses to be loose with the truth
Indian anti-corruption activist Arvind Kejriwal swept to power as Chief
Minister of Delhi last month on a promise of greater transparency and he
began office onMonday true to his word— admitting that Delhi belly had
spoiled his first day. Kejriwal said he had fallen ill and tweeted: ‘‘Running
102 fever since yesterday. Severe loosemotions. Sad that I won’t be able
to attend office today.’’ His comments received plenty of offers of
sympathy— but also some suggestions for a little tact. ‘‘When the chief
minister gives you aminute-by-minute update on his bowelmovements
. . . hail democracy,’’ said Priyanka Chaturvedi, a Congress Party
spokeswoman.’’ (Source: South ChinaMorning Post)

Drivers get stuck in the aisle going nowhere
A reader writes: ‘‘It’s 11.30am in the Countdown Taupo carpark on New
Year’s Eve. I’ve been here half an hour and this car has been parked at the
‘giveway’ sign this
whole time. Have
informed staff but still
nobody is claiming
their vehicle. Other
cars keep patiently
waiting behind it for
the phantom driver to
make amove but Old
Yellow just sits and
faithfully waits for its owner to return. Hilarious! Actually, I wonder if the
other drivers’ reactions are being filmed for a reality show or something.’’

Meanwhile, across town . . .
Lorrainewas visiting her son
who told her the little yellow
car parked outside almost in
themiddle of the road
belonged to his neighbour. ‘‘I
walked up to the car and there
was no one in it!! Apparently it
is always parked like that . . .’’

Jumping to conclusions on pigeon’s demise
‘‘Is Averil Clarke, amateur forensic pathologist and criminal profiler, the
new Sherlock Holmes of High Street? From the damaged remains of a
pigeon shewas able to deduce themethod of death (kicking), the gender
of the perpetrator (male) and themotive behind the attack (to show off to
his friends). I would have thought that being hit by a car, ormaybe
attacked by a cat would have beenmore likely.’’

Thundering thin crusts — Batman’s lost his disguise
Courtney fromHell Pizza inWhangarei writes: ‘‘During his dinner break
some little superhero hasmisplaced his disguise at our shop in
Whangarei. Can you please send the bat signal out so he can retrieve his
masked Batman hoodie and keep the citizens of New Zealand safe once
again. Size 5. Tag says Ben. Dad’s name is Simon.’’

Small-town New
Zealand. A bleak
tourist photo
opportunity.
The Albion
Hotel, now burnt
down and
demolished.
From Jarrod
Baker
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